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OPSWAT is a cyber security software company providing solutions 

to secure and manage IT infrastructure. Headquartered in San 

Francisco, OPSWAT delivers solutions and technologies that 

protect organizations from known and unknown threats.
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METADEFENDER CORE THE BEST THREAT DETECTION AND PREVENTION PLATFORM

Metadefender Core combines data sanitization (also 

known as Content Disarm & Reconstruction), multi-

scanning with multiple anti-malware engines, and 

OPSWAT’s Vulnerability Engine on a single system 

to create an effective, efficient  th reat detection 

platform. Metadefender can analyze large amounts 

of files and any number of endpoints in both 

online and offline networks, providing details about 

potential threats and vulnerabilities. Metadefender 

can also process high amounts of network traffic. 

Metadefender has been deployed by over 1,000 

customers and is used to protect networks, 

endpoints, and email systems of all kinds. It easily 

integrates with leading cyber security solutions such 

as F5 BIG-IP, FirePass, RSA NetWitness Endpoint, 

and others. Metadefender’s unique and powerful 

technology makes it the best threat detection 

and prevention platform.

Contact emt Distribution Pty Ltd for further information on 

phone: +61 8 8273 3030, by email at sales@emtdist.com or at 

https://www.emtdist.com/md

The Vulnerability Engine supports over a million
binaries, belonging to thousands of the most 
popular products with support for version checks
and reported known vulnerabilities.
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Every anti-malware engine has both strengths and weaknesses, 

which is why multi-scanning is the most effective way to scan for 

malware. Metadefender includes over 30 engines when deployed 

on-premises and over 40 in the cloud for higher malware 

detection rates. 

Multi-scanning with Metadefender Core is quick and effective, 

leveraging signature and heuristic scanning from multiple anti-

malware engines for protection from both known and unknown 

threats. IT admins can enable and disable heuristics for every 

individual engine for multi-scanning that’s tailored to their needs. 

A variety of multi-scanning packages are available: 

MULTI-SCANNING
DETECT MORE MALWARE WITH MULTIPLE ANTI-MALWARE 
ENGINES

Malicious files with an incorrect or misleading file extension, 

known as “spoofed” files, pose a major security threat, since they 

can bypass systems that only let certain file types through, and 

be opened in error by users. Metadefender’s File Type Verification 

identifies and corrects over a thousand file types. In addition, 

Metadefender identifies files and scans each file differently 

depending on the type, for more efficient scanning.

FILE TYPE VERIFICATION
DETECT SPOOFED FILES BEFORE THEY GET THROUGH 
SECURITY MEASURES

HIGH PERFORMANCE

Increased detection and prevention of threats, and 

scanning of extremely large databases

HEURISTICS AND SIGNATURES

Leverage both signatures and heuristics from each 

engine

EXTREMELY FAST

Metadefender’s multi-scanning engine scans in a 

matter of moments, detecting malware infections more 

quickly

BETTER COVERAGE

Scanning with anti-malware engines from international 

locations identifies new threats quickly

SPOOFED FILES DETECTED

Block spoofed files, including executables disguised as 

other file types

PREVENT TARGETED ATTACKS

Prevent dangerous files from being opened due to user 

error

MORE EFFICIENT SCANNING

Anti-malware scanning is quicker thanks to file type 

verification

WINDOWS PACKAGES LINUX PACKAGES

METADEFENDER FEATURES

Threats are often carried through seemingly innocuous office 

documents such as Excel spreadsheets, Word documents, or 

PDFs. Files can pose a security risk in a number of ways – for ex-

ample, they may contain a macro which downloads malware, or 

hyperlinks that lead to insecure sites.  

With OPSWAT’s data sanitization, also known as content disarm 

and reconstruction (CDR), Metadefender assumes any document 

may contain malware, eliminates all potentially insecure aspects 

of files, and reconstructs them with their original functionality. 

Most common productivity and image file formats are supported, 

including Microsoft Office and Adobe PDF files. In addition, files 

can be converted to more secure file types.

DATA SANITIZATION
PROTECT AGAINST FILE-BORNE MALWARE THROUGH CONTENT 
DISARM & RECONSTRUCTION

PREVENT UNKNOWN THREATS 

Remove scripts, macros, and other exploitable objects 

from documents to eliminate the possibility of a 

threat

PREVENT TARGETED ATTACKS

Through sanitizing the files, CDR prevents attackers 

from exploiting known vulnerabilities

ELIMINATE ZERO-DAY THREATS

Unknown vulnerabilities cannot be exploited once 

files are reconstructed

Vulnerabilities pose a major security risk. Attackers often try to 

exploit application vulnerabilities before patches are applied. 

Metadefender checks applications against a database of millions 

of identified vulnerabilities, including over 15,000 application and 

version combinations. With unique patent-pending technology 

that correlates vulnerabilities to binaries, Metadefender Core 

provides fast, accurate vulnerability assessments for almost any 

application. The Vulnerability Engine is powered by the OESIS 

Vulnerability Assessment Module (see the OESIS Framework 

section).

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS WITH KNOWN VULNERABILITIES:

VULNERABILITY DETECTION
FAST ASSESSMENT FOR MORE THAN ONE MILLION IDENTIFIED 
VULNERABLE FILES

SCAN BEFORE INSTALLING

Check certain types of software for known 

vulnerabilities before installation 

SCAN BEFORE BOOTING

Scan systems for known vulnerabilities at rest, without 

having to power them on

SCAN WHILE RUNNING

Quickly scan running applications and their loaded 

libraries for vulnerabilities

Additional engines can be added in custom package. Learn more at www.opswat.com/metadefender-core-engine-licensing

Windows

VirusBlokAda

Core 4 Core 8 Core 12 Core 16 Core 20 Core 1 Core 5 Core 10

++ + +
VirusBlokAda

+ +
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METADEFENDER USE CASES 

Metadefender Kiosk and Secure File Transfer (SFT) offers a safe 

process for transferring data to and from secure networks, 

including physical media, such as USB drives, CDs, and DVDs.  

The kiosk can scan any removable physical media before it’s 

connected to the network. Once a user with predetermined 

security clearance inserts the media, Metadefender Kiosk scans 

it for malware and vulnerabilities while keeping it separate from 

the network. If no threats are found, the data passes through the 

data diode, enters the secure network, and is stored temporarily 

in the SFT server. Users can then access the data.

The kiosk also offers a full authentication and logging system. 

Metadefender Kiosk can be deployed for offline or air-gapped 

network environments, in addition to networks connected to the 

internet. OPSWAT offers several methods of providing offline anti-

malware signature updates to Metadefender Kiosk. Additionally, 

a number of hardware options are available.

KIOSK + SFT
CHECK ALL EXTERNAL MEDIA FOR MALWARE

METADEFENDER CORE CAN BE DEPLOYED IN A WIDE VARIETY OF WAYS FOR ALMOST ANY USE CASE

Threats in compressed files are difficult to detect due to the files’ 

large size and ability to mask hidden threats such as archive 

bombs (malicious compressed files designed to crash anti-

malware programs). 

Through extracted archive scanning – in other words scanning 

each file in an archive individually – Metadefender checks archive 

files thoroughly for malware. Metadefender also can perform 

unextracted scans to check the archive file as a whole, for a more 

thorough anti-malware check.

ARCHIVE HANDLING
CHECK ARCHIVE FILES FOR MALWARE AND ARCHIVE BOMBS 
BEFORE EXTRACTION

The OESIS auto-update engine enables granular update 

management by integration partners and their end-user 

administrators, and distributes OESIS signature updates as soon 

as they’re available. OESIS Framework is updated on a constant 

and automatic basis. (Learn more in the OESIS Framework section 

of this booklet).

OESIS AUTO UPDATE ENGINE
EASY COMPLIANCE PACKAGE UPDATES FOR COMPATIBILITY 
WITH LEADING SSL/VPN AND NAC SOLUTIONS

BETTER DETECTION

Improve detection capabilities of anti-malware 

engines by using both extracted and unextracted 

scanning 

GREATER EFFICIENCY, LESS TIME

Decrease scanning time and improve processing 

time by removing redundant scanning of archives

ARCHIVE BOMB PREVENTION

Prevent archive bombs from taking down a system 

with customized recursion limits

MAINTAIN NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

End customers won’t be denied access due to outdated 

OESIS signatures

AUTOMATIC SIGNATURE UPDATES

Distribute signature updates separately from product 

updates

VERSION CONTROL

Store the 5 most recent versions of OESIS, and easily 

revert to previous versions

Within most organizations, some files and data should be handled 

by different security policies compared to others. Metadefender 

Core’s Workflow Engine allows administrators to customize the 

security policies they select for different files, and for different 

users. For example, administrators may choose to first scan all 

external files with multiple anti-malware engines and then 

sanitize them, or sanitize them first and then scan for threats with 

multiple engines. The Workflow Engine allows for both scenarios, 

giving IT administrators unparalleled flexibility.

WORKFLOW ENGINE
CUSTOMIZED, FLEXIBLE WORKFLOWS FOR EACH USE CASE UNLIMITED CUSTOM WORKFLOWS

Define multiple workflows with different security 

policies

NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Define different workflows for different network 

sources

USER-DRIVEN WORKFLOW

Define unique workflows for users at different levels

ISOLATED NETWORK AIR GAP AIR-GAPPED NETWORK

METADEFENDER KIOSK METADEFENDER

ANY DATA DIODE SECURE FILE STORAGE

SD

CD

USB

SECURE FILE TRANSFER SOLUTION
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Keep advanced threats from entering an internal network by 

scanning all network traffic through Metadefender ICAP Server. 

Metadefender keeps a record of when files entered a network, 

in case a threat needs to be investigated after being discovered 

within a secure network.

Files that pass through the ICAP interface are scanned with the 

same anti-malware engines and Vulnerability Engine as files 

ICAP SERVER
PROTECTION FROM MALICIOUS UPLOADS AND DOWNLOADS

REVERSE PROXY IMPLEMENTATION
The Metadefender ICAP Server interface allows easy integration of Metadefender multi-scanning technology with an existing 
reverse proxy for scanning of all file uploads.

WEB PROXY IMPLEMENTATION
Administrators can scan all HTTP uploads and downloads by integrating Metadefender with their web proxy. Metadefender 
ICAP integrates easily with existing web proxies.

FIREWALL THE INTERNET

scanned through any Metadefender Core interface. Files are also 

sanitized with Metadefender’s data sanitization (CDR) process. All 

files will be logged so that activity can be reviewed later if neces-

sary. Additionally, file scan results can be cached. Metadefender 

Core can be integrated with both web proxy servers and reverse 

proxy servers such as F5® BIG-IP® Local Traffic Manager™ (LTM®), 

and Blue Coat ProxySG. 

Metadefender Email Security leverages Metadefender’s multi-

scanning, data sanitization (CDR), and other technologies to 

provide a stronger layer of protection to email systems. Working 

together with secure email gateway products such as Cisco 

IronPort, Proofpoint Email Security, and FireEye EX Series, 

EMAIL SECURITY
ADD AN EXTRA LAYER OF SECURITY TO KEEP MALWARE OUT OF EMAIL INBOXES

ON-PREMISES MAIL PROXY SOLUTION
Defend mail servers by adding another layer of protection to on-premises secure email gateways. Before reaching a company’s 
mail server, email traffic passes through Metadefender Email Security.

CLOUD AND HOSTED SOLUTION
Metadefender Email Security’s cloud and hosted solution enables organizations to easily deploy the product on a public cloud. 
Metadefender Email Security can be hosted via Amazon Web Services, a corporate data center, or another hosting service 
provider.

ON-PREMISES EXCHANGE SOLUTION
Metadefender Email Security adds another layer of advanced protection to enhance the security of an Exchange server. Email 
messages can pass through Metadefender before reaching the Exchange server and being distributed to end users.

Metadefender Email Security maximizes advanced threat 

detection. By stripping exploitable content such as scripts and 

hyperlinks from the email body and attachments, Metadefender 

Email Security minimizes attackers’ chances of exploiting system 

vulnerabilities or user error.

METADEFENDER
EMAIL SECURITY

FIREWALL EMAIL GATEWAYTHE INTERNET

FIREWALL METADEFENDER
EMAIL SECURITY

INTERNET USERSMICROSOFT 
EXCHANGE SERVER

THE INTERNET

FIREWALL METADEFENDER
EMAIL SECURITY

CLOUD AND HOSTED 
EMAIL SOLUTION

THE INTERNET INTERNET USERS

INTERNET USER

INTERNET USER

INTERNET USER
METADEFENDER

THE INTERNET PROXY SERVER

WEB SERVER

WEB SERVER

WEB SERVER

INTERNET USER

INTERNET USER

INTERNET USER

METADEFENDER
WEB SERVER

WEB SERVER
PROXY SERVER

WEB SERVER

SERVER INTERNET USERS
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METADEFENDER.COM 

DATA
SANITIZATION
(CDR)

FASTEST
SCANNING
ON MARKET

VULNER-
ABILITY
DETECTION

EASY
API
INTEGRATION

IP
REPUTATION
ANALYSIS

LIMITED
FREE 
USAGE

Metadefender.com, an application and threat intelligence platform powered by Metadefender, uses next-generation Content Disarm 

and Reconstruction (CDR) engines, OPSWAT’s Vulnerability Engine, and multi-scanning technologies to analyze all submitted files for 

threats and potential risks. In addition to analyzing and scanning files, Metadefender.com can perform analysis on a hash, checking for 

threats, known vulnerabilities, and application reputation information. OPSWAT offers limited free usage of Metadefender Cloud fea-

tures through the web interface and by way of free browser and email plug-ins. API access to Metadefender Cloud features is available 

for commercial licensing. More information about licensing this product can be found at Metadefender.com/licensing.

A CLOUD-BASED SECURITY SCAN

PUBLIC API LICENSING STATISTICS

Metadefender’s REST APIs allow software vendors and IT 

professionals to easily integrate Metadefender’s threat protection 

technology into their applications. Metadefender REST APIs are 

robust and easy to use, well-documented with sample code, and 

offer fast performance. 

Contact OPSWAT to learn more about Metadefender APIs. 

Metadefender Core is not available for OEM or white labeling.

APIs
INTEGRATE THE BEST PROTECTION AGAINST THREATS INTO A 
CUSTOM SOLUTION

ENDPOINT FORENSICS

Metadefender Client is the ideal tool for assessing whether or not 

an infection is present in any endpoint on a network, or within 

a network as a whole. Using Metadefender’s multi-scanning 

technology, Metadefender Client assesses the running processes 

at a deep level by analyzing the dynamic link libraries they access 

in addition to the processes themselves. It scans the files within 

any system for likely malware infections. It scans for and identifies 

application vulnerabilities, as well as boot sectors. Metadefender 

Client supports both offline and online environments.

METADEFENDER CLIENT

Metadefender Endpoint Management is an effective way to 

identify potential security risks on any endpoint. It checks for 

hard disk encryption, for uninstalled software updates, and for 

potential malware infections in order to ensure compliance. This 

endpoint posture assessment tool also can map an entire network, 

giving IT administrators continual insight into a network’s layout 

and connectivity, and helping them discover inefficiencies or 

vulnerabilities. 

ENDPOINT COMPLIANCE
METADEFENDER ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT

Maps the entire network

Offers a simple interface to manage multiple devices

Checks if an endpoint’s hard disk is encrypted

Checks if installed software is up to date

Checks if the device is infected by malware

Checks if the device has been backed up correctly

METADEFENDER ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT FEATURES

MEMORY MODULE MULTI-SCANNING

Process and dynamic link library (DLL) analysis using 

over 40 anti-malware engines

LOCAL ANTI-MALWARE ANALYSIS

A unique and effective analysis of anti-malware log 

files

ROGUE IP DETECTION

Ensuring there are no network connections to a 

rogue IP address using several IP reputation sources

ON-PREMISES API

Add data sanitization (CDR), binary vulnerability 

assessment, and multi-scanning features into already 

deployed security architectures. 

ENDPOINT API

Developers can integrate the endpoint compliance 

information from OPSWAT’s cloud platform into their 

own security solutions.

Metadefender Cloud’s API al-
lows developers to leverage 
Metadefender’s cloud-based 
multi-scanning, vulnerability, and 
data sanitization (CDR) technol-
ogy. OPSWAT offers free file scans 
and hash lookups through the 
Metadefender web interface. For 
commercial use, contact the sales 
team.

Free users can scan up to five files 
an hour, with some size limitations. 
Commercial cloud integration is 
available for Metadefender Cloud, 
for a cloud-based cyber security 
solution. Learn more about 
licensing at Metadefender.com/
licensing.

OPSWAT compiles the most 
searched-for threats from the 
Metadefender Cloud database 
over the previous week. Users can 
see them on the Metadefender 
site, along with data about 
how well they are detected by 
OPSWAT’s Metadefender Core 
Multi-scanning Packages.

1
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OPSWAT PARTNERS

1

3

2

4

TECHNICAL PARTNERS
PROGRAM

MALWARE SHARING 
PROGRAM

METADEFENDER CORE 
ENGINE SUPPLIER 
PROGRAM

METADEFENDER.COM 
ENGINE SUPPLIER 
PROGRAM

OPSWAT partners with cutting-edge 

technology companies to secure data 

workflows and provide fast, reliable 

deployments. Customers who leverage 

these integrated solutions benefit from full 

interoperability for entire product suites.

This closed-environment program shares 

new, hot malware samples with partners 

that are actively conducting malware 

research. (Individuals or third-party com-

panies not active in malware analysis and 

research are not eligible for this program.)

OPSWAT partners with anti-malware 

engine providers that offer OEM or 

custom engine solutions for embedding in 

Metadefender Core. Participating partners 

receive royalties.

OPSWAT partners with anti-malware 

engine providers that offer solutions 

as part of the Metadefender.com 

solution. All commercial engine 

providers receive royalties.

MORE SECURE SOLUTIONS VIA OPSWAT PARTNERSHIPS

OESIS Framework is an endpoint management SDK for technology vendors and software engineers, enabling them to build effective 

cyber security solutions. OESIS has powered security and compliance solutions from Citrix, Palo Alto Networks, Pulse Secure, Cisco, F5, 

and many more companies.

This OESIS module precisely identifies applications installed on an endpoint. The 
Detection & Classification module supports the detection of thousands of applications 
from 15 categories, and we provide APIs to gather classified and unclassified application 
details.

1 DETECTION & 
CLASSIFICATION

COMPLIANCE

INFECTION
DETECTION

VULNERABILITY 
ASSESSMENT

PERIPHERAL
MANAGMENT

APPLICATION
CLEANUP

The Compliance Module enables governance of applications detected by the Detection 
& Classification Module. APIs provided by the Compliance Module enable solutions 
developed using these APIs to check or remediate the settings of each application.

The Infection Detection Module is designed to quickly assess a device’s health state 
in seconds by remotely analyzing endpoint processes and network connections (with 
Metadefender or Metadefender Cloud) as well as flagging threats repeatedly detected 
by any anti-malware application installed on the endpoint.

The Vulnerability Assessment Module enables OESIS partner solutions to assess the 
vulnerabilities of commonly targeted applications. It reports on 1,000,000+ vulnerable 
binaries from 15,000+ application versions. It compares the installed application against 
the latest version and reports known application vulnerabilities and their severity.

The Peripheral Management Module of OESIS reduces the security risks associated with 
USB media by blocking any USB drive that’s connected to an endpoint until the data 
within is fully scanned. OESIS lets customers build security features for advanced threat 
detection, including USB boot sector scanning.

The Application CleanUp Module of OESIS detects, remediates, and fully cleans up ap-
plications and files from an endpoint that may cause security risks or use excessive 
memory. It can terminate or uninstall running software, including outdated anti-mal-
ware software as well as Potentially Unwanted Applications “(PUAs)”.

2

3

4

5

6

OESIS FRAMEWORK
OPSWAT’S ENDPOINT SECURITY MANAGEMENT SDK
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GOVERNMENT ENERGY FINANCE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

OUR CUSTOMERS
OPSWAT’s Metadefender products are used by thousands of customers across a range of industries – including government agencies, 

defense contractors, critical infrastructure firms, financial institutions, and large corporations. Metadefender is deployed in a variety of 

environments, from on-premises and cloud solutions to deployments for air-gapped networks. Contact OPSWAT today for a customized, 

powerful cyber security solution.

OPSWAT HAS MADE DATA MORE SECURE FOR THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS

DEFENSE

INTERESTED IN BECOMING A CHANNEL PARTNER? GET IN TOUCH WITH OPSWAT AT SALES@OPSWAT.COM.

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

The OPSWAT Certified Security Application Program is the 

industry standard for interoperability certification of endpoint 

security software. The program allows independent software 

vendors to ensure their applications are compatible with major 

technology solutions. 

All certified vendors receive badges to show that their applications 

are powerful, reliable, efficient, and compatible with 200 million 

endpoints and leading network access controls worldwide. 

Submit your products at www.opswat.com/certified

SHOWCASING APPLICATIONS THAT ARE POWERFUL, RELIABLE, AND EFFICIENT

CHANNEL PARTNERS

OPSWAT’s channel partners are an important part of its mission 

to make data and infrastructure around the world more secure. 

OPSWAT works with a number of value-added distributors, value-

added resellers, and systems integrators throughout the globe.

Channel Partner Training

OPSWAT provides training for its channel partners on a regular 

basis so that they’re experts on OPSWAT products and their 

implementations. 

Channel Partner Events

OPSWAT co-hosts events with partners around the world, inviting 

end-users to come and learn about the latest in cyber security 

technology while supporting its partners for mutual growth.

THE CHANNEL PARTNER PROGRAM PROVIDES BUSINESSES THE MOST INNOVATIVE SECURITY TOOLS

OPSWAT CHANNEL PARTNERS 

Help AG

Bulwarx

Prosoft 

Insec Security

Biztributor

emt Distribution 

COMPATIBILITY

Compatibility with all leading CASB, NAC, SSLVPN, and 

SSO solutions, ensuring detection and classification in 

network admin management console 

QUALITY

Superior quality ratings from independent testing labs, 

through partnerships with AV-TEST, AV-Comparatives, 

ICSA Labs, SDK Labs, and SE Labs

FALSE POSITIVE

False positive responsiveness to make sure innocuous 

files are not incorrectly identified as malicious
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GLOBAL SUPPORT
The OPSWAT team wants to ensure their customers have the best possible experience with using OPSWAT products. With support of-

fices in Vietnam, Romania, and San Francisco, California, OPSWAT is able to provide support 24/7. Learn about OPSWAT’s Standard, Gold, 

and Platinum customer support plans at www.opswat.com/support

OPSWAT IS DEDICATED TO DELIVERING THE BEST SERVICE 24/7

USA
Headquarters
398 Kansas Street,
San Francisco, CA 94103, USA
(415) 590-7300

HUNGARY
H-8200 Veszprem, Bajcsy-Zs.
u.15. Hungary

JAPAN
1-35-2 Grains Bldg. #61
Nihonbashi-Kakigara-cho,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 103-0014

ROMANIA
Martin Luther Street, no.2, 4th Floor,
300054 Timisoara, Romania

UNITED KINGDOM
20 Market Place, 
Kingston upon Thames, 
Surrey  KT1 1JP, United Kingdom
+44 (0) 20-8328 9830

VIETNAM
Harbour View Tower, 35 Nguyen 
Hue, 14th floor, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh city, Vietnam

SUPPORT TIERS

GOLDSTANDARD PLATINUM

OFFICES

8:00 to 17:00
Monday - Friday
Email Support

8:00 to 20:00
Monday - Friday
Email Support

24 Hours
7 days a week

Email & Phone Support






